
design studio IIb – ihi and wehi 
massey school of design - 224.258 sem 2 17 for Week 6 
mehzoud / de goldi – read in conjunction with Presentations Weeks 1 and 4 
 
project deliverables and criteria 
 _Hand in: Wednesday at 5pm  Week 6; presentation next day - Thursday 9am 
_Final Review Format: A0 poster in colour ; 3 models – two developmental models – one 
final model. 
 
The poster and presentation is to include: 
 _Project Outline 
Usually matter of fact-ish description of scheme – however, in this project we would like you 
to poetically narrate the scenario and moment of your consumer experience set in the near 
or distant future. Max 200 words with sections quoted from key text. 
 _Research 
Includes key texts and precedents from literature, science, film, art – structure ideas and 
bullet point key relevant findings (no need to be too wordy). Show that you know the topic, 
authorities, criticality. 
 _Design Development 
This is done through physical, digital models and drawings, precedents 
Model iteration (exploration, and three models - two developmental/one final). You have to 
identify a precedent or two from architecture, design or art. Visualise and bullet point 
relevant findings. Show learning development by synthesizing various project drivers: 
research, material, site 
 _Material exploration and model development 
Show how material can be one of several drivers to inform your creative design process. 
What are the material properties and how can you make use of it, express it through 
manipulation – show through iteration. Identify, analyse and apply a key material 
artist/designer precedent showing it through image(s) and three key points. How is it 
informed by the precedent and what can be extracted and applied to your own work? Show 
how improved craft levels can generate material and formal solutions – you are required to 
use the workshop to develop the material ideas. 
_Drawings General 
Learn and apply architectural drawing conventions through examples from text books, 
handouts and Clinics and identified best practice examples of the types of drawings and 
poster. Show site character/history and how this informs the future condition. 
 _Diagrams  
Diagrams show a key idea of the project to quickly comprehend what is going on – they are 
reductive, to the point line drawings (generally). How can conceptual or 
elemental/organizational/systems-based diagrams help to quickly establish the idea of your 
scheme? Visualise ideas quickly through minimal iconic like drawing techniques. 
 _Site Plan  
Provide traditional site plan info – context information to understand the design’s relationship 
to the site – discuss the appropriate scale with your tutor and use drawing techniques not a 
google screenshot to generate this. 
identify best practice examples and begin to translate them for application to your project 
 _Plan and section/elevation 
Produce a plan at a useful and appropriate scale (discuss if unsure). Identify and apply a 
useful example of project plan graphics. Section/elevation to provide information about the 
materiality, location in relation to context/terrain and of course interior occupation / event / 
narrative scenario. A handout about arch drawing conventions and examples is provided. 
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Drawings also communicate ideas about ihi and wehi: render the section to provide info 
about lighting, materiality, atmosphere. How well do they translate the narratives about the 
consumer experience? The Clinic Monday Week 5 at 1-2pm will show how you can do this. 
 _Perspectives 
An essential shot as hero shot – rendered, and add occupation (people). Other perspectives 
could amount to a storyboard like engagement of the spatial experience. 
 
Assessment criteria 
Read in in conjunction with course outline: https://www.massey.ac.nz/massey/learning/programme-course/course.cfm?course_code=224258&course_offering_id=1234293 
_Depth of research and understanding of consumerist culture and future trends, translated  
  into ideas and concepts for the development of the design. 
_Degree of experimentation and exploration evidenced through drawing, modelling and  
  articulation of various ideas based on relevant research 
_Extent and quality of iterative design including drawing and physical modelling processes in  
  relation to the research, intention and reviews. 
_Quality of design resolution that translates research, conceptual intents and function into a 
  comprehensive spatial design proposition 
_Degree of professional and originality of architectural/spatial design communication and 
  representation 
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Websites: 
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